Edney Distributing Company, Inc. is a wholesale distributor of high quality equipment focusing on the following markets: agricultural, lawn and turf maintenance, forestry, and light industrial. For a complete listing of our equipment (including hay equipment, rotary cutters, zero turn mowers, ATV and skid steer attachments, and snowblowers), reference our online catalog at www.edneyco.com/products.

Comprised of more than 1,000 reputable retail equipment dealers, our dealer network is represented in South Dakota, North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, Illinois, and Montana. We are proud to supply our dealers with innovative attachments and specialized equipment from manufacturers around the world. Most of the manufacturers for whom we distribute products have been business partners with us for many years, some dating back to the 1950s. However, we are continually searching for new products to better help our dealers meet their customers’ changing needs.

Experienced Edney team members offer value-added services to dealers including product specifications and pricing, logistics, warranty support, and training. Our offices are linked together by state-of-the-art phone and computer systems. No matter where a team member is based, we are able to offer friendly, speedy, and accurate dealer support.

Locations:
• Fargo, North Dakota
  1230 43rd Street NW, Fargo, ND 58102

• Huron, South Dakota
  1895 Highway 14 East, Huron, SD 57350

• Lakeville, Minnesota
  8485 215th Street W., P.O. Box 1236, Lakeville, MN 55044

• Portage, Wisconsin
  2571 W. Wisconsin St., Portage, WI 53901
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In addition to snow management, Edney Distributing is a full service distributor of agricultural, light industrial, forestry and landscape equipment.
PULL TYPE

The pull-type Meteor models are built with the same durability as the forward-facing models. Rather than having to look over your shoulder to guide the blower around objects, the pull-type blower follows the path of your tractor. This action keeps the operator driving away from the blown snow, increasing visibility and creating a better operator experience.

A 3PH pull-type Meteor snow blower can be equipped with an optional hydraulic scraper. Equipped with corner markers so you always know its position, the scraper allows you to pull snow away from doorways and structures so you don’t miss a thing.

SB60 P/T: 525 lbs.
SB68 P/T: 671 lbs.
SB78 P/T: 900 lbs.
SB87 P/T: 1,034 lbs.
SB97 P/T: 1,225 lbs.

DUAL AUGER

Dual-auger snow blowers from MK Martin work well in both acreage and commercial applications. Boasting up to a 120 inch cutting path, these snow blowers accommodate an additional auger to help chew down the most stubborn of snow banks. Larger blowers mean larger tractors. To accommodate the PTO needs of larger tractors, dual-auger blowers are compatible with the optional 1000 RPM PTO kit.

All dual-auger model snow blowers feature skid shoes to help maintain consistent placement of the cutting edge and prevent surface damage.

SB87D: 1,161 lbs.
SB97D: 1,900 lbs.
SB108D: 1,980 lbs.
SB120D: 3,010 lbs.

Standard Color: Charcoal Gray
Early Order Colors Available: Red, Orange, Green, Blue
**TRUCK LOADING CHUTE**

During tough winters when the snow starts to pile up, the MK Martin truck loading chute is the answer. This extendible chute allows operators more flexibility and control for where snow is placed. The extendable chute and the multi-hinged deflector make placing snow higher on the pile or into a waiting truck easy and virtually spill-free. The truck loading chute is available on all dual-auger models. The chute features hydraulic rotation, hydraulic height extension, and a hydraulic deflector. These three independent controls work together to ensure that snow is placed with extreme precision.

**LOADER MOUNT**

The loader-mount Meteor is the ideal snow blower package for owners of small tractors equipped with loader arms. The package includes a self-contained, PTO-driven power pack to drive the hydraulics required by the snow blower. The power pack holds up to 30 gallons and runs 2500 PSI at 30 gallons per minute on as little as 40 HP. Well out of reach, loader mount Meteor packages feature hydraulic chute rotators and hydraulic deflectors, easily putting snow in its place.

Note: Different mounting options available; please contact Edney to confirm availability.

**SKID STEER**

The hydraulic-powered Meteor snow blower provides year-round benefits to skid loader owners with universal quick-attach couplers. For optimal performance, hydraulic motors need to match the equipment’s minimum GPM rating.

- SSB62: 900 lbs.
- SSB66: 925 lbs.
- SSB76: 950 lbs.
- SSB86: 975 lbs.
- SSB96: 1,025 lbs.

**SELECT BY MK MARTIN**

The Select Series snowblowers are built to get your work off the ground with durable performance, high capacity design, and a range of models from 15HP compact tractors to 175HP farm tractors, and from 48 to 102 inches.

Select snowblowers get the snow out of your way and put it where you want it with chute rotators, available in manual or bolt-on hydraulic.

The 1000 RPM Kit is available on the 97 and 108 models. This allows larger tractors to run at 1000 RPM PTO. This kit also raises the input shaft to allow the PTO shaft to run at a lesser angle on larger tractors, increasing the efficiency and life of the driveline components.

- SEL54: 366 lbs.
- SEL60: 396 lbs.
- SEL68: 506 lbs.
- SEL75: 748 lbs.
- SEL7S: 1,034 lbs.
- SEL7D: 1,161 lbs.
- SEL97S: 1,106 lbs.
- SEL97D: 1,900 lbs.
- SEL108D: 1,980 lbs.

Standard Color: Charcoal Gray
Early Order Colors Available: Red, Orange, Green, Blue
6096
Features a 3-position adjustable hitch for ease of attachment. Replaceable cutting edge and manual spout deflector are standard on 6096 model. The integrated hydraulic spout rotator makes efficient use of your hydraulic power available. The 4-blade fan is perfect for getting any job done. Cutting width is 98.5 inches.
1445 lbs.

6108 & 6120
SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES:
1000 RPM oil bath drive, hydraulic chute control, PTO shear pin protection, double auger, hydraulic chute deflector, adjustable hitch, adjustable skid shoes, cat. 2 and 3 std. or cat. 3N QH, replaceable cutting edge, 5-blade fan, 38 inch diameter fan and 32 inch diameter serrated lower auger. 6108 is 108 inches, and 6120 is 120 inches.
6120: 2800 lbs.
6108: 2440 lbs.

6060, 6072, & 6084
SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES:
Quick hitch compatible, 3-position adjustable hitch for ease of attachment, manual spout rotator standard, integrated hydraulic spout rotator optional, 6-position adjustable skid shoes allow for precise height setting of the cutting edge. 6060 - 60 inch cutting width; 6072 - 72 inch cutting width; 6084 - 84 inch cutting width.
6060: 485 lbs.
6072: 625 lbs.
6084: 765 lbs.

Standard Color: Black
Early Order Color Available: Orange, Green
**SNOW BUCKET**
- 38 inches deep
- 32 inches High
- 60 to 120 inch Widths (6 inch increments)

**SNOW BASKET**
- Available widths 60 to 120 inches
- Profile 39 inches deep and 32 inches high
- Tapered endplates
- Tall rounded endplates for increased capacity
- Excellent operator visibility
- Max operating weight: 20,000 lbs.
- 50 to 125 HP Required

**HYDRAULIC ROTARY BROOM**
- Unique lateral and forward float
- Gauge wheels
- Includes electric selector valve and wire kit (if you do not choose OEM control kit)
- Includes hydraulic hoses and flat-faced couplers
- 26 inch diameter wafers poly/steel
- Hydraulic angle 30° right and left
- Direct motor drive on broom
- Oil flow required 12 to 20 GPM
- Optional reversible rotation for sweeping away from walls, doors, etc.

**WORKSAVER**

**ROCKY BROOMS**
- Performance-driven rotary brooms for use by contractors
- Municipalities, institutions, and farmers
- Remove dirt, sand, gravel, and snow from construction entrances
- Parking lots, bridges, driveways, and sidewalks
- Remove thatch and prepare turf for the growing season
- Excellent for general clean-up before sealing or repairing pavement
- Available as either a skid steer or 3 pt.
**HLA SNOW**

**1500 SNOW PUSHER**
- Double sidewall eliminates bulky brace
- Replaceable, reversible steel or rubber cutting edge (non-tripping)
- High-tensile AR400 adjustable steel skid bars
- 4 foot, 6 inch to 5 foot, 6 inch widths

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 3,000 lbs.

**2500 SNOW PUSHER**
- Double sidewall eliminates bulky brace
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (non-tripping)
- High-tensile AR400 adjustable steel skid bars
- 6 to 8 foot widths
- 30 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 6,000 lbs.

**3500 SNOW PUSHER**
- Double sidewall eliminates bulky brace
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- High-tensile AR400 adjustable steel skid bars
- 36 inch deep fixed endplate
- 7 to 12 foot widths
- 38 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 15,000 lbs.
**4500 SNOW PUSHER**
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- 36 inch deep fixed endplate
- 10 to 14 foot widths
- 34 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 25,000 lbs.

**5500 SNOW PUSHER**
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- 44 inch deep fixed endplate
- 12 to 18 foot widths
- 42 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 40,000 lbs.

**3500X EXPANDABLE SNOW PUSHER**
- Expandable pusher
- Flow divider valve
- Trip cutting edge
- Compressions springs for trip
- Fixed skid shoes
- Built in back drag
- Inner mouldboard
- 2-year warranty

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 15,000 lbs.
RZ4500 AND RZ6500 RAZOR SNOW PUSHER

Get a cleaner shave in one pass with the Razor Snow Pusher from HLA Snow. Each 24 inch-wide segment of the mouldboard floats independently, allowing it to adjust to the contours of the ground.

Each segment is equipped with a steel cutting edge, ensuring each blade cleanly shaves the snow as it passes across the ground. The cutting edges are backed with a spring trip, flipping the edge back as it strikes an obstacle. This not only reduces hang up, but also helps to prevent unnecessary shock to the operator and the equipment. When damaged or worn, the cutting edge can be easily reversed or replaced individually as required.

- 24 inch floating segments
- Steel cutting edge
- Spring trip
- Float Range Indicator
- Square tube frame

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 25,000 lbs.

3 POINT HITCH MOUNT

- Utilize your pusher as a pull unit
- Available on all 2500 & 3500 pushers
- Ideal for cleaning away from doors & loading docks
- SP2500 fits both Cat I & II
- SP3500 fits Cat II
- Approx. weight: 375 lbs.
**SNOW PUSHERS 24 SERIES**
Engineered to fit compact and sub-compact tractors. The 24-Series snow pusher is job-matched to the tractor for maximum performance.

- Replaceable 1 inch x 6 inch reversible rubber cutting edge is standard on “R” models
- Replaceable 3/8 inch x 6 inch reversible steel cutting edge is standard on “M” models
- Models to fit loaders with “Universal” skid steer attaching system
- Models to fit John Deere 200/300/400 series loaders with quick attach system
- All models feature adjustable & reversible skid shoes of high abrasive resistance steel

**SNOW PUSHERS 36 SERIES**
Engineered for skid steer loaders and utility tractors from 50-90 HP (depending on model), these 36-series snow pushers consistently deliver the high performance today’s large property owners demand. They feature an adjustable & reversible 1.5 inch x 8 inch premium rubber cutting edge, 4-inch-wide reversible skid shoes of abrasive resistant steel, and 7-gauge moldboard. Models are available to fit “universal” skid steer attaching system, John Deere 400/500 attaching system and the Global/Euro tool carrier.

Standard Color: Gray
Early Order Colors Available: Red, Orange, Green, Black
**SNOW WING**

Open from box blade to straight blade and get that extra clearing width on the fly. But it doesn’t stop there: the end plates are hydraulically controlled and equipped with industry-proven rotary actuators, giving limitless control within the massive 180° rotation. This means you can use your blade on an angle with one end open and the other parallel to the direction you are driving. Get closer to buildings and parking stones without risking damage. Then rotate the end plates into a reverse box blade and drag the snow away for full clearing in the tightest of spaces.

- **180° Rotation**
- **35° Angle with Crossover Relief Valve**
- **Floating End Plate Edge**
- **Lateral Float**
- **Mouldboard Profile**
- **Skid Shoes**
- **Rotary Actuators - Patented**

**3230W SNOW WING**

- **Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge**
- **Spring Trip Cutting Edge**
- **Tire Protection System - Patented**
- **Double Selector Valve**
- **Quick attach frame kits available for most makes - call for details**
- **2-year Warranty**

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 10,000 lbs.

**4200W SNOW WING**

- **Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge**
- **Rotary Actuators - Patented**
- **Spring Trip Cutting Edge**
- **Tire Protection System - Patented**
- **2-year Warranty**

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 25,000 lbs.

**4206W SNOW WING**

- **Skid Shoes**
- **Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge**
- **Rotary Actuators - Patented**
- **Spring-Trip Cutting Edge**
- **Tire Protection System - Patented**
- **2-Year Warranty**

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 25,000 lbs.
**5200W SNOW WING**
- 180° Rotation
- Crossover Relief Valve
- Floating End Plate Edge
- Lateral Float
- Mouldboard Profile
- Nitrate Rods on Angle Cylinders
- Skid Shoes
- Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge
- Rotary Actuators - Patented
- Spring-Trip Cutting Edge
- Tire Protection System - Patented
- 2-Year Warranty

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 40,000 lbs.

**5206W SNOW WING**
- 6 foot Wings
- Removable Upper Wing Tip
- 180° Rotation
- Crossover Relief Valve
- Floating End Plate Edge
- Lateral Float
- Skid Shoes
- Nitrate Rods on Angle Cylinders
- Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge
- Rotary Actuators - Patented
- Spring-Trip Cutting Edge
- Tire Protection System - Patented
- 2-Year Warranty

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 40,000 lbs.

**6205W SNOW WING**
- 180° Rotation
- Crossover Relief Valve
- Floating End Plate Edge
- Lateral Float
- Mouldboard Profile
- Nitrate Rods on Angle Cylinders
- Skid Shoes
- Replaceable, Reversible Cutting Edge
- Rotary Actuators - Patented
- Spring-Trip Cutting Edge
- Tire Protection System - Patented
- Floating Blade Hinge
- 2-Year Warranty

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 60,000 lbs.
1000 SNOW BLADE
- 35° angle
- Available with manual or hydraulic angling
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip mouldboard
- High-tensile AR400 skid shoes
- Lateral float
- Clearing width approx. 1.5 foot narrower when angled
- 42 to 96 inch widths
- 20 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 3,000 lbs.
20 - 40 HORSEPOWER

2000 SNOW BLADE
- 35° angle
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip mouldboard
- High-tensile AR400 Skid Shoes
- Crossover relief valve
- Lateral float
- Clearing width approx. 1.5 foot narrower when angled
- 5 to 8 foot widths
- 24 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 5,000 lbs.
30 - 50 HORSEPOWER

3000 SNOW BLADE
- 35° angle
- Crossover relief valve
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- High-tensile AR400 Skid Shoes
- Adjustable lateral float
- Clearing width approx. 1.5 foot narrower when angled
- 6 to 10 foot widths
- 30 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 10,000 lbs.
**4000 SNOW BLADE**
- 35° angle
- Crossover relief valve
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- High-tensile AR400 skid shoes
- Adjustable lateral float
- Clearing width approx. 1.5 foot narrower when angled
- 9 to 14 foot widths
- 34 inch high mouldboard

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 25,000 lbs.

**5000 SNOW BLADE**
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- High-tensile AR400 skid shoes
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- 36 inch deep spring trip endplate (optional)
- Clearing width approx. 1.5 foot narrower when angled
- 9 to 18 foot widths
- 42 inch high mouldboard
- Nitrate rods on angle cylinders
- Two 3x16 angle cylinders
- 35° angle either direction

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 40,000 lbs.

**6000 SNOW BLADE**
- Crossover relief valve
- Lateral float
- Mouldboard profile
- Nitrate rods on angle cylinders
- Replaceable, reversible cutting edge
- Skid shoes
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- Floating blade hinge
- 2-year warranty

MAX OPERATING WEIGHT: 60,000 lbs.
**V-BLADE**
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- Q-tach or direct fit to accept most makes of loaders
- 48 to 60 inch widths (6 inch increments)
- 24 inch high mouldboard

Max operating weight: 10,000 lbs.

---

**SB 3600V SIX WAY BLADE**
- Ideal sidewalk blade for compact tractors & skidsteers
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- 35-degree angle with cross over relief valve protection
- 30 inch high mouldboard with lateral float
- 54 to 84 inch widths (6 inch increments)
- C/w 5/8 inch AR600 cutting edge
- C/w single diverter valve
- High-tensile AR400 skid shoes

Max operating weight: 10,000 lbs.

---

**SB 4600V SIX WAY BLADE**
- Ideal for small roadways & driveways
- Replaceable, reversible steel cutting edge
- Replaceable, reversible rubber cutting edge (optional)
- Spring-trip cutting edge
- 35-degree angle with cross over relief valve protection
- 34 inch high mouldboard with lateral float
- 96 to 144 inch widths
- Standard carbon cutting edge, optional boron and carbide cutting edge
- C/w single diverter valve
- High-tensile AR400 skid shoes

Max operating weight: 25,000 lbs.
HLA SNOW

SPILL GUARD OPTIONS
- Bolt-on
- For 3000 & 3200W (10 inches high)
- For 4000 & 4200W (12 inches high)
- For 5000 & 5200W (12 inches high)

SNOW BLADE CARRIER
- Eliminate over-width issues by loading your HLA snow blade on the Horst carrier and tow it from site to site
- Quick disconnect - load and reconnect in minutes
- 20.5 x 8-10 F range highway rated tires
- Fenders
- Road signal light kit
- Approx. weight: 1,050 lbs.

SNOW BLADE MARKERS
- 27 inches high
- Can be mounted on most blades (will not adapt to manual flip up end plates)
HLA SNOW

**UNDERCARRIAGE TRACTOR MOUNTS**

- Heavy duty parallel linkage for optimum lifting height
- Q-Tach from blade to undermount is standard
- Euro mount standard on the 3000 and 4000 series
- Industrial mount standard on the 5000 series
- Package includes all mounting hardware and hose kits
- Mounts available for most makes; call Edney for details
- Soft ride accumulator

The HLA Undercarriage Mount is securely connected to both the front and rear of your tractor. Relying on the rear of the mount, the force is pushed through the drawbar from the front of the mount, providing incredible pushing strength. Also using parallel linkage, you can rest assured that the blade will always remain parallel to the ground, whether it’s raised for stacking snow or at full angle.

**4000/5000 SERIES LONG WEAR HIGHWAY SKID SHOE OPTION**

- Available only for 4000, 4200W, 4500, 5000, 5200W, and 5500 Series blades
- Long-wearing properties for extended life span

---

**EDGEFLEX**

- Segmented cutting edge for adaptability to maintain consistent contact over uneven surfaces
- Moldboard transfers its weight evenly across cutting edge
- Protects surface from potential damage of conventional blades when they scrape over high spots
- Each section moves independently
- 1.5 inch Vertical Travel
- 5° Tilt
- Rubber Block Suspension
- Cutting Edge
- Bushings
SNOW BLADES

• Ideal for residential or commercial snow removal. Use on driveways, parking lots, or other large areas
• 7.5 foot and 9 foot models feature 5° lateral oscillation to allow blade to follow ground contours
• Two trip springs for controlled break over in snow
• Clamp-on blade for compact tractors
• Reinforced 21 or 27 inch high 10-guage moldboards provide long service life
• 3/8 inch x 6 inch cutting edge of 1044 steel
• Blade locks for grading loose dirt or gravel
• Step-through design allows for easy access to skid steer seat
• Quick hook up on skid steers or front loaders equipped with “Universal” mounting plate
• Blade angles right or left
• Adjustable skid shoes of AR steel are ½ inch thick and rotate for long life
• Select models integrate either the Euro/Global or John Deere 400/500 series mounting for easier hook up
• Two bucket clamp-on models for compact tractors
• SBFL models can be paired with optional brackets for most tractor loaders
SCATTERSHOT

The Scattershot makes short work of your spreading tasks. Made of durable galvanized steel, the Scattershot can handle what it dishes out. From sand to salt, the internal agitators prevent materials from clumping or building up, so you get the most out of every load. This broadcast spreader comes in Singleshot and Doubleshot models.

SINGLE SHOT HS100

The Scattershot makes short work of your spreading tasks. This broadcast spreader comes in Singleshot and Doubleshot models.

The ice won’t know what hit it when you take aim with the Singleshot broadcast spreader. The half-yard hopper is also a durable scoop ready to load and reload at a moment’s notice (on select models).

Made of durable galvanized steel, the Scattershot can handle what it dishes out. From sand to salt, the internal agitators prevent material from clumping or building up, so you get the most out of every load.

Add the optional 3-foot drop shield, and this broadcast spreader is ready to take on paths and sidewalks without a lot of overspray.

UP TO 40-FOOT BROADCAST

DOUBLE SHOT HS200

Unload both barrels on your biggest jobs with the Doubleshot. This dual broadcast spreader can spread up to 60 feet wide. The twin hoppers are combined into a yard-and-a-half capacity scoop that self loads with ease. Give your plow all the back up it needs with the 3-point mount. Now you can plow, load and spread all with one machine.

UP TO 60-FOOT BROADCAST
**PTO POWERED SALT/SANDERS**

Herd Salt/Sand Spreaders are rugged enough for heavy-duty ice control usage. Whether for personal use or commercial, Herd spreaders are ideal for parking lots, driveways, and sidewalks of any size.

Herd’s unique agitator system ensures positive feed of all materials. The Herd Salt/Sand Spreaders can spread wet sand stored outside and sand mixed with salt or calcium chloride.

Herd has three sizes of PTO-powered spreaders from which to choose:

- Model 5.5 holds 550 lbs. of wet sand or 5.5 feet³ of material
- Model 750S holds 1200 lbs. of wet sand or 12 feet³ or material
- Model 1200S holds 2000 lbs. of wet sand or 20 feet³ of material

**SKID STEER MOUNTED SALT/SANDERS**

Herd Salt/Sand Spreaders are rugged enough for heavy-duty ice control usage. Whether personal use or commercial, Herd spreaders are ideal for parking lots, driveways, and sidewalks of any size.

The Herd Salt/Sand Spreader is the tool for efficient de-icing. The Model 750SSS couples the versatility of today’s skid steers with durability that Herd is known for. Utilizing a unique agitator design, the Herd Salt/Sand Spreader is the most effective method of spreading any combination of sand (wet or dry), salt, and calcium chloride.

- Easy to hook up with a flow valve on the hydraulic motor to control width of spread from driver’s seat
- Universal skid steer attaching design for easy compatibility and security
- Rugged 14-gauge hopper to withstand the heaviest use
- Powder-coated paint to endure the elements
- Capacity of 1200 lbs. wet sand or 12 feet³ of material
Bauman drop spreaders prevent waste and property damage with the most accurate de-icing dispensing equipment on the market. Backed by a tradition of quality for over 40 years and with 9 models to choose from, Bauman has the right solution for you.

**BAUMAN MANUFACTURING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Spread Width</th>
<th>Estimated Spread Distance</th>
<th>Drive</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL 220</strong></td>
<td>Walk Behind Drop Spreader</td>
<td>2 feet³</td>
<td>20 inches</td>
<td>0.93 miles</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>90 lbs.</td>
<td>Walk Behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL 320T</strong></td>
<td>Towable Drop Spreader</td>
<td>3 feet³</td>
<td>20 inches</td>
<td>1.38 miles</td>
<td>Towable Ground</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>140 lbs.</td>
<td>Towable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL 1040SI</strong></td>
<td>UTV Drop Spreader</td>
<td>10 feet³</td>
<td>40 inches</td>
<td>5.28 miles</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>300 lbs.</td>
<td>UTV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bauman drop spreaders are designed to ensure efficient and accurate de-icing, minimizing material waste and property damage.
MODEL 440 DROP SPREADER
Capacity: 4 feet³
Spread Width: 40 inches
Estimated Spread Distance: 1.86 miles
Drive: Electric
Hydraulic Length: 19 inches
Width: 47 inches
Weight: 235 lbs.
Vehicle: Sub-compact Tractors

MODEL 640 DROP SPREADER
Capacity: 6.5 feet³
Spread Width: 40 inches
Estimated Spread Distance: 3.36 miles
Drive: Hydraulic, PTO
Length: 27 inches
Width: 47 inches
Weight: 315 lbs.
Vehicle: Compact Tractors, Optional Skid Steer Mounting

MODEL 960 DROP SPREADER
Capacity: 9 feet³
Spread Width: 60 inches
Estimated Spread Distance: 5.28 miles
Drive: Hydraulic
Length: 25.5 inches
Width: 67.5 inches
Weight: 440 lbs.
Vehicle: 3PH Tractor Mount